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1. Unpack your stacker

      Ensure the following items are also included:
     
           T-shaped tool          Bolt          Washer         Wing-nut
   

2. Removing clear card cover cartridge from printer

      A. Open card cartridge cover    B. Carefully release cover pivots from printer
          Store card cartridge cover for possible later use.

3. Making adjustments to printer

                     
                         A                  B                   C                  D

      Identify 2 small tabs within card feeding area.
      Using the tool, bend BOTH tabs up and out as illustrated.

      NB: Use tool to bend tabs to their original position if using the
            card cartridge cover.

4. Fixing stacker to printer

     
      Position stacker INSIDE the metal arms.
      Feed long bolt through the holes.
      Add washer and apply wing nut. Do not over-tighten.

tooltabs bent tabs



6. Applying weight

      Position the tool on top of the card stack to serve as a weight
      to assist the feeding of the last 30 (approx.) cards.

7. Loading cards during printing

      To load cards during printing, feed a stack of about
      50 cards through top of stacker.
      Reposition tool (weight) onto top of cards.

      To load a larger batch of cards, repeat section 5.

      IMPORTANT: IF ANY CARDS REMAIN IN THE STACKER,
                                 SLIDER MUST BE PUSHED IN
                                 BEFORE ROTATING SUPPORT-ARM.

5. Loading cards

  
 
 A.  Push slider into printer.
      While holding stacker, rotate  
      support-arm away from printer  
      and carefully drop stacker down.

  C. Push cards into position and  
      close lid.
      Slide lid catch to lock lid.
      Lift stacker into its upright 
      position and rotate support-arm
      to secure.

B. Slide open lid catch and open lid.
    Load cards into stacker, ensuring  
    they lean forward, towards printer.

D. Pull slider out to its
    FULLY EXTENDED position.
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